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DISCOVERY KAYAK

The BlueWave Discovery Kayak is designed to get 
everyone out on the water! This kayak is comfort-
able to sit in, well-balanced, super-stable, easily 
manoeuvrable and is perfectly at home on rivers, 
lakes, and at sea. The Discovery’s shorter overall 
length makes it highly adaptive and manoeuvra-
ble while the clever design sits higher in the water 
than similar size kayaks, thus making the Discovery 
a perfect introductory kayak and a popular choice 
for rental fleets.

Although this kayak has been designed as the per-
fect first kayak, the BlueWave Discovery Kayak’s at-
tributes make it ideal for recreational and serious 

paddlers alike. Due to the length of the kayak it is 
also far easier to load this kayak onto roof bars and 
into the back of cars and trailers.

The BlueWave Discovery kayak comes with a wa-
tertight storage compartment as well as handy 
built-in ergonomic carry handles and a luggage 
area with bungees. It comes complete with a two 
piece paddle, BlueWave’s deluxe padded seat for 
comfort and back support and has a wide range of 
foot positions.

All BlueWave kayaks are built to last and come with 
a lifetime Warranty*.

DISCOVERY

*see page 45
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DISCOVERY KAYAK

SPECIFICATIONS

Flat Water      

Surf      

Stability      

Comfort      

Glide      

Jr Paddlers      

USAGE STATS

Discovery Kayak
1x Deluxe padded seat
1x 2 piece paddle 
All fittings including handles and storage hatches

INCLUDED AS STANDARD

Single, Touring
L 2630 mm •  W 750mm • H 350mm

21 kg
150 kg  

Heavy duty roto moulded plastic

Style
Dimensions
Weight
Max Load
Material

COSMOS

RASTA

UNICORN

REEF

TOXIC

SEA PUMPKIN

NORTHERN LIGHTS
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DART KAYAK

The Bluewave Dart Touring Kayak is a fantastic way 
to get out on the water. It is stable, fast and comfort-
able with many features that make it a pleasure to 
use. It is ideal for use on rivers, lakes estuaries and the 
sea, especially for medium to long distance touring. It 

is stable and manoeuvrable, so why not try taking it 
out in the waves! This model has a watertight storage 
compartment, bungee secured drink holder, a deep 
storage compartment as well as handy built in carry 
handles. It also comes with a two piece paddle, de-

luxe padded seat for comfort and back support and 
has a wide range of foot positions. All our kayaks are 
built to last and have a lifetime Warranty! 
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YELLOW

SPECIFICATIONS

Flat Water      

Surf      

Stability      

Comfort      

Glide      

Jr Paddlers      

USAGE STATS

Dart Kayak
1x Deluxe padded seat
1x 2 piece paddle 
All fittings including handles and storage hatches

INCLUDED AS STANDARD

Single, Touring
     L 3000mm •  W 700mm • H 300mm

19 kg
120 kg  

Heavy duty roto moulded plastic

Style
Dimensions
Weight
Max Load
Material

7

WHITE & ORANGE

LIME GREEN

BRIGHT BLUE

WHITE & BLUE

BLACK

MANGO
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CREST KAYAK

The Bluewave Crest Kayak is a fantastic way to get 
out on the water. It is stable, fast and comfortable 
with many features to make it a pleasure to use. Al-
though this Kayak has been designed with fishing in 
mind, it is also a fantastic all round recreational Kay-

ak. It is ideal for use on rivers, lakes, estuaries and the 
sea. It is stable and manoeuvrable, so why not try tak-
ing it out in the waves! It glides well, allowing for long 
distance exploring. This model has four flush and one 
swivel mounted fishing rod holders, two water tight 

storage hatches and a large bungee secured stor-
age area. It also comes with a deluxe padded seat for 
comfort and back support.  All our Kayaks are built to 
last and have a liftime guarantee (see page 45).
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SPECIFICATIONS

Flat Water      

Surf      

Fishing      

Stability      

Comfort      

Glide      

Jr Paddlers      

USAGE STATS

Crest Kayak
1x Deluxe padded seat
1x 2 piece paddle 
4x flush & 1x swivel mounted rod holder
All fittings including handles and storage hatches

INCLUDED AS STANDARD

PINK

RED

WHITE/BLUE ARMY CAMO

BLUE/BLUE

WHITE/GREEN

CAMO

WHITE YELLOWRED/YELLOW

Style
Dimensions
Weight
Max Load
Material

Single, Compact, Fishing
     L 2720mm • W 830mm • H 300mm

21.5 kg
120 kg  

Heavy duty roto moulded plastic
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THERE ARE SEVERAL HANDLES ON 
THE KAYAK ALLOWING FOR EASY 

TRANSPORTATION

Our Kayaks can be easily lifted by two 
adults using the strong handles at bow 
and stern, or at either side. The handles 
are balanced to make the Kayaks sta-
ble while being carried by two people.

SO YOU CAN EASILY FIX YOUR 
BLUEWAVE ALUMINIUM SEAT

The Crest Kayak has been designed to 
be perfectly compatible with Bluewave 
rigid aluminium chair. The aluminium 
seat provides ultimate comfort for long 
kayak trips and fishing adventures. 
The cushion is made from high quality 
textilene, which is designed specifically 
for use in water sports due to its UV re-
sistance, comfort and ease of cleaning.

KEEP COMFORTABLE AND FULLY 
SUPPORTED WHILE OUT ON THE 

WATER

The Bluewave Kayak seat provides a 
comfortable, cushioned seat and back  
support. The seat is made from light-
weight and durable polyester covered 
foam. It is fully adjustable using the 
four webbing straps which attach to 
the Kayak with solid brass dog clips. It 
is easily adjustable, even while you are 

sitting in the seat.

PADDED SEAT EASY TO CARRY ALUMINIUM SEAT 
MOULDING

FISHING ROD HOLDERS IN SEVERAL 
POSITIONS

Our Kayaks come complete with 
handy fishing rod holders. There are 
flush mounted rod holders, which are 
moulded into the body of the kayak 
and are protected by rubber bungs 
when not in use and elevated rod 
holders, with a swivel ball joint to al-
low you to get the best fishing angle.

Crest Kayak: 4 flush and 1 swivel mount-
ed rod holder

Convoy Kayak: 2 flush and 2 swivel 
mounted rod holders

FISHING ROD 
HOLDERS

www.bluewavekayaks.com10



GONE FISHING - Our Kayaks come with two di�erent types of fish-
ing rod holder. The flush mounted holders are set  into the body of 
the kayak and are protected by rubber bungs when not in use. The 
mounted holder is situated in the middle of the kayak, it elevates 
your rod and has a sturdy swivel ball joint to allow you to get the 
best fishing angle.

STOW AWAY - Keep all your essentials within easy 
reach. There are two water tight storage hatches, 
with removable liners for easy cleaning. There is 
also a bungee secured storage well behind the 
seat for equipment.

THE SEAT - All our kayaks come with a luxury 
padded seat. The straps can be adjusted to alter 
the backrest position, so you can be comfortable 
and have your back supported when paddling.

BRACE YOURSELF - Our kayaks have a wide range 
of foot positions so you can get in the most com-
fortable position for paddling. 

THE PADDLE - Our kayaks come with a light and 
sturdy two piece paddle. The kayaks also have a 
bungee strap so you can secure the paddle, leav-
ing both your hands free.

THIRSTY WORK - It is so important to keep 
hydrated while out on the water. That is why our 
kayaks have a drink holder right in front of the 
seat. Ideal for water bottles.

GET CARRIED AWAY - Our Kayaks are easy to transport to 
the water with two people using the various carry handles 
secured to the hull of the kayak. There is one on each side 
and at either end. If you are planning to transport the kayak 
by yourself think about getting a Kayak Trolley.

DRAINING SCUPPERS - Our kayaks have several scupper 
holes, allowing for quick draining of the kayak on land or 
in the water. The scuppers come with bungs to help keep 
you dry as possible, but removing them while in the 
water will not make you sink! 

Freephone: 0800 328 5708 | sales@bluewavekayaks.com 11



GONE FISHING - Our Kayaks come with two di�erent types of fish-
ing rod holder. The flush mounted holders are set  into the body of 
the kayak and are protected by rubber bungs when not in use. The 
mounted holder is situated in the middle of the kayak, it elevates 
your rod and has a sturdy swivel ball joint to allow you to get the 
best fishing angle.

STOW AWAY - Keep all your essentials within easy 
reach. There are two water tight storage hatches, 
with removable liners for easy cleaning. There is 
also a bungee secured storage well behind the 
seat for equipment.

THE SEAT - All our kayaks come with a luxury 
padded seat. The straps can be adjusted to alter 
the backrest position, so you can be comfortable 
and have your back supported when paddling.

BRACE YOURSELF - Our kayaks have a wide range 
of foot positions so you can get in the most com-
fortable position for paddling. 

THE PADDLE - Our kayaks come with a light and 
sturdy two piece paddle. The kayaks also have a 
bungee strap so you can secure the paddle, leav-
ing both your hands free.

THIRSTY WORK - It is so important to keep 
hydrated while out on the water. That is why our 
kayaks have a drink holder right in front of the 
seat. Ideal for water bottles.

GET CARRIED AWAY - Our Kayaks are easy to transport to 
the water with two people using the various carry handles 
secured to the hull of the kayak. There is one on each side 
and at either end. If you are planning to transport the kayak 
by yourself think about getting a Kayak Trolley.

DRAINING SCUPPERS - Our kayaks have several scupper 
holes, allowing for quick draining of the kayak on land or 
in the water. The scuppers come with bungs to help keep 
you dry as possible, but removing them while in the 
water will not make you sink! 
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LIGHTWEIGHT AND ADJUSTABLE PADDLE 

This paddle separates into two pieces allowing 
for easy storage, transportation and adjustment. 

The shaft is made from tough aluminium and 
the blades are made from reinforced nylon. The 
paddle gives you the option of three blade posi-

tions, allowing them to be straight or offset.

STOW AWAY ANY ITEMS

Stretchy bungee cords cover the deep 
storage area in the stern, holding your 

items Securely in place. 

2 LARGE WATERTIGHT STORAGE HATCHES

There are two recessed, water tight cam lock, 
sealed hatches. Ideal for storing your personal  

effects, fishing equipment, or even some snacks 
to keep you paddling! 

DRY STORAGE AREATWO PIECE PADDLEBUNGEE STORAGE AREA

Freephone: 0800 328 5708 | sales@bluewavekayaks.com12 13



CONVOY KAYAK - FOR TWO PEOPLE + ONE ADDITIONAL PASSENGER+

The Bluewave Convoy Kayak comfortably sits 1-2 
paddlers with an additional moulded seat for a pas-
senger in the middle of the cockpit.  This unique mid-
dle seat is ideal for taking a small person or even a 
dog on your adventure! The central position of this 

middle seat also enables the Kayak to be paddled 
easily by one person. It is stable, fast and comfort-
able with many features that make it a pleasure to 
use. This model has two flush and two swivel mounted 
fishing rod holders, two water tight storage hatches 

and large bungee secured storage area. It also comes 
with two deluxe padded seats for comfort and back 
support. An additional seat can also be purchased. 
All our Kayaks are built to last and have a lifetime 
guarantee (see page 45).
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USAGE STATSSPECIFICATIONS

Flat Water      

Surf      

Fishing      

Stability      

Comfort      

Glide      

Jr Paddlers      

Convoy Kayak
2x Deluxe padded seats
2x 2 piece paddles 
4x fishing rod holders – 2 flush and 2 swivel mounted
Paddle straps
All fittings including handles and storage hatches

INCLUDED AS STANDARD

WHITE

RED/YELLOW

REDRAINBOW

BLUE/WHITE

GREEN/WHITEBLUE/BLUE

THREE SEATER
All our tandem Kayaks give you the option to have a 
third seat, so you can take another person with you! 
The extra seat is available from our online shop. You 
could even get a third paddle so everyone can help 
get you moving! Alternatively a single person can 
row this Kayak using the central seat, giving it better 
balance in the water.

Style
Dimensions
Weight
Max Load
Material

2+1, Touring, Fishing
L 3720mm •  W 860mm • H 350mm

32 Kg
220Kg  

Heavy duty roto moulded plastic

Freephone: 0800 328 5708 | sales@bluewavekayaks.com14 15



GLIDER – DROP-STITCH INFLATABLE KAYAK 

INFLATABLE

Combining inflatable paddle board and kayak design tech-
nology – Bluewave brings you the ultimate inflatable kayak 
which won’t fold in half the moment it hits some surf or mild 
water. Play off the beach or family paddling, the Glider in-
flatable kayak releases you for adventures without the fuss of 
roof racks and storage.

Bluewave high PSI (max 10) inflates a ridged construction pro-
viding an incredibly stable and comfortable craft. Designed 
for kayaking on lakes, calm rivers & seaside, the Glider makes 
a perfect kayak for anyone who loves an adventure without 
having to cart a solid kayak around; when deflated, fits in 
the enclosed carry bag. Tapered drop-stitch side walls pro-
vide high buoyancy and making the Glider exceptionally rigid 
when inflated. Ideal for cruising with a light load but also has 
the volume & storage space needed for longer trips. Great 
choice for beginners to intermediate level paddlers.

16 www.bluewavekayaks.com16



GLIDER – DROP-STITCH INFLATABLE KAYAK SPECIFICATIONS

• Inflate in a few minutes to the required PSI
• Comfortable raised seats
• Triple layer PVC construction
• Reinforced drop-stitching
• Heavy duty inflation valves
• UV & Oil Resistant finish

FEATURES

One or two padded seats
One 2-way speed pump
One wheeled carry bag
One fin
One repair kit
One or two 4-piece paddles
One or two padded footrests

INCLUDED AS STANDARD

BLUE

BLUE

RED YELLOW

Single, Double, Inflatable
     320 cm x 71 cm       473 cm x 85 cm

14.3 Kg      18 Kg
225 Kg      317 Kg  

1000 Denier Reinforced

Style
Dimensions
Weight
Max Load
Material

RED YELLOW
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CRUISER – HYBRID INFLATABLE KAYAK 

INFLATABLE

Drop-stitch / tube ikayak
 

www.bluewavekayaks.com

D
RO

P-STITCH - 10 PSI

TUBE - 3 PSI
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SPECIFICATIONS

• Inflate in a few minutes to the required PSI
• Comfortable deluxe seats
• Ultra stable design
• Reinforced drop-stitching combined  

with Tube technology
• Heavy duty inflation valves
• UV & Oil Resistant finish

FEATURES

One or two padded seats
One 2-way speed pump
One wheeled carry bag
One fin
One repair kit
One or two 4-piece paddles
One or two padded footrests

INCLUDED AS STANDARD

YELLOW

YELLOW

TEAL

TEAL

BLUE

BLUE

ORANGE

ARMY GREEN

Single, Double, Inflatable
     285 cm x 85 cm       385 cm x 85 cm

11 Kg      15 Kg
179 Kg      288 Kg  

1000 Denier Reinforced

Style
Dimensions
Weight
Max Load
Material
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HUNTER
F I S H I N G  K A Y A K
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The BlueWave Hunter fishing kayak has been designed 
from the ground up to meet the demands of serious 
anglers and recreational paddlers alike. The sleek 
hull design slices effortlessly through the water while 
BlueWave’s all-new foot-operated rudder system 
means that this fishing kayak will also turn on a dime 
while maintaining enough stability to allow accurate 
and distant casting.

There are a variety of rod positions on this fishing kay-
ak; with four flush fishing rod holders and one mount-
ed fishing rod holder that swivels and pivots. There 
is a storage compartment behind and a watertight 
hatch to keep your valuables safe plus a huge com-
partment situated in the bow that’s large enough for 
all your tackle as well as the big catch!

The BlueWave Hunter fishing kayak makes a great 
choice for anyone looking for a fast, stable and highly 
manoeuvrable kayak with the well thought-out fea-
tures you’d expect from a fishing kayak designed by 
passionate anglers.

All BlueWave kayaks are built to last and come with  
a lifetime Warranty (see page 45).

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

1x single seater Kayak
1x Aluminium Seat
1x 2 piece paddle 
All fittings including handles and storage hatches
1x swivel & 4x flush rod holders 
Rudder System with foot pedals

INCLUDED AS STANDARD

Single, Fishing
3224mm • W 830mm • H 399mm

35 kg
180 kg  

Heavy duty roto moulded plastic

Style
Dimensions
Weight
Max Load
Material

GREY & GREEN

RED

• Foot-operated rudder system
• Strong and stable fishing kayak
• Huge storage capacity
• Fast and highly manoeuvrable

BLACK & YELLOW

Freephone: 0800 328 5708 | sales@bluewavekayaks.com20 21



PREDATOR

The BlueWave Predator is the ultimate fishing 
kayak, designed and built from the ground up by 
anglers for anglers. Boasting a spec and range 
of features usually only found on kayaks costing 
twice the price, the BlueWave Predator fishing 
kayak meets the demands of even the most seri-
ous anglers.

The aggressive hull design slices effortlessly through 
the water while the rudder system means that this 
fishing kayak will also turn easily while maintain-
ing plenty of stability to allow effective casting.  

In addition, the BlueWave Predator’s all-new ped-
al-drive propulsion system allows efficient hands-
free propulsion via two fins extending below the hull.
There are a variety of rod positions on this fish-
ing kayak; with four flush fishing rod holders and 
one mounted fishing rod holder that swivels and 
pivots. There is a storage compartment behind 
and a watertight hatch to keep valuables safe, 
plus a huge compartment situated in the bow 
that’s large enough for all your tackle as well as 
the dream catch. A bungee-equipped area to the 
stern completes the ample storage space while 

the fully adjustable seat is amply padded, quick-
drying and ventilated. Other creature comforts like 
a cup holder and multiple foot adjustments make 
the BlueWave predator one of the plushest rides 
available.

The BlueWave Predator fishing kayak makes a 
great choice for anglers looking for a fast, com-
fortable, stable, strong and highly manoeuvrable 
kayak with the well thought-out features you’d ex-
pect from a fishing kayak designed by passionate 
anglers.

U L T I M A T E  F I S H I N G  K A Y A K

www.bluewavekayaks.com22



TANK GREEN

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

Predator Kayak
1x Aluminium Seat
1x 2 piece paddle 
All fittings including handles and storage hatches
1x swivel & 4x flush rod holders 
Rudder System with foot pedals

INCLUDED AS STANDARD

Single, Fishing
3224mm • W 830mm • H 399mm

40 kg
180 kg  

Heavy duty roto moulded plastic

Style
Dimensions
Weight
Max Load
Material

• Bluewaves ultimate none motor fishing kayak
• Designed by anglers for anglers
• Pedal-drive propulsion system
• Foot-operated rudder system
• Stable and fast
• Huge storage capacity

Freephone: 0800 328 5708 | sales@bluewavekayaks.com 23



The Wing Walker Kayak is ideal for anyone serious about fishing. With a huge 
range of features including a motor and enough stability to stand, this kayak is the 
next step up in kayak fishing! It has a powerful motor and a pedal operated rudder, 
so getting to the best fishing spot has never been easier. Once there simply open 
up the wings and raise the stability bar and you will have no problem casting and 
fishing from a standing position. There are so many storage compartments there is 
plenty of room for taking your fishing tackle out with you, and bringing your catches 
back! The battery and motor are easy to take out making the kayak easier and 
lighter to transport.

Dimensions – L 330 x W 85 x D 50 cm
Weight – 59kg
Max load capacity – 150kg
MOTOR
Rated voltage – DC 12V
Power rated – 432 – 480 W
Thrust (lb/kg) – 40 lbs / 17.9 kg
AMP rated – 36 – 40 A
Propeller type – 2 blades
Propeller size – 9 inches (D)
Decibel level – 50 DB
Propeller speed (under water) – 1400 rpm (max)

TRIDENT
 MOTORISED FISH I NG K AYAK

www.bluewavekayaks.com24 25
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This unusual kayak will certainly turn heads on the water! Finally available in the 
UK the Mirage Kayak helps you get closer to nature and explore aquatic habitats 
in a completely unique way, above and below the water. With a completely 
transparent moulded hull you get a full 360° view of the world around you 
from sky to sand. Best suited to flat to light chop and calm conditions, this 
kayak is for relaxation and exploration.

MIRAGE
TRANSPARENT 
KAYAK
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MIRAGE TRANSPARENT KAYAK – FOR TWO PEOPLE

This Kayak comes with two seats with extra padding to make your adventure as 
comfortable as possible. These seats also come with clip on storage bags so you 
can take essentials with you (they are not waterproof so think about protecting 
electronics etc with waterproof bags). The 2 piece paddles join in the middle and 
allow the blades to be adjusted to the perfect angle. This kayak is not suited to 
waves or rough conditions but is ideal for calm shores, rivers, lakes and estuaries.

Dimensions: L 339 x W 91 x D 35.5 cm 
Weight: 22 kg
Load Capacity: 200 kg  
Material: Polycarbonate (PC)

Freephone: 0800 328 5708 | sales@bluewavekayaks.com 27



WAVE RIDER 10’6’’ ISUP
The new Bluewave Wave Rider 10’6 isup is a superb all round 
versatile inflatable stand up paddle board suitable for 
rivers, surf and flat water; beginners and experienced riders.

The Wave Rider iSUP board has exceptional manoeuvrabil-
ity, excellent glide speed and tacking with awesome stability. 
This is a great all-rounder board with a removable centre fin 
so that you can tailor your fin choice should you wish to do 

so. The Wave Rider iSUP provides maximum durability, port-
ability and performance. 10’6 is the classic size paddleboard 
which is suitable for paddlers up to up to 120kg in weight. 
Construction is incredibly high quality; using heavy duty, high 
density, triple layer PVC, drop stitching and material coat-
ings in the construction process to provide a superior durable 
board, that when deflated is easy to transport and carry.

Providing a truly stable paddle platform the Wave Rider 
iSUP’s rounded shape offers ample stability for paddle 
beginners and those wishing to use the board for Yoga or 
onboard fitness training. This package comes complete 
with a deluxe durable luggage bag, three piece aluminium 
paddle, fin, repair kit, two-way speed pump, multiple tie 
downs for deck storage and a non-slip traction pad.

WAVE RIDER
INFLATABLE PADDLEBOARD

www.bluewavekayaks.com28



One iSUP
One extendable 3-piece deluxe paddle
One rucksack, one  tie – down straps
One 2-way speed pump
One large Fin, 2 small fins
One ankle leash, one Repair Kit

Ideal for rookie riders through to professional pad-
dlers, the wave rider iSUP is the ultimate board for 
all experience levels due to its exceptional stabil-
ity and manoeuvrability on the water. Perfect for 
surfing, touring, white water boarding, racing, yoga  
and pilates.

INCLUDED AS STANDARDSPECIFICATIONS ULTIMATE ALLROUNDER

YELLOW

Style
Dimensions
Weight
Max Load
Construction

Inflatable Stand Up Paddle Board
 L 3200mm •  W 790mm • H 150mm

11 Kg
120Kg  

Triple layer PVC Construction, 
Reinforced drop-stitching

Freephone: 0800 328 5708 | sales@bluewavekayaks.com 29
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SEEKER 12’6’’ ISUP

The Bluewave Seeker iSUP is a 
high-performance touring pad-
dleboard capable of reaching 
high speeds whilst maintaining 
stability. Due to the high cre-
dentials of this board it makes 
it extremely popular with ad-
vanced riders as well as offer-
ing plenty of stability for rookie 
paddlers.

Rigid V shaped nose design al-
lows the board to cut easily 
through waves and surf whilst 
maintaining speed in the pro-
cess, this allow riders to cover 
greater distance in a fraction of 
the time!

Construction is incredibly high 
quality; using heavy duty, high 
density, triple layer PVC, drop 
stitching and material coat-
ings in the construction process 
to provide a superior durable 
board, that when deflated is 
easy to transport and carry.

SEEK ER
INFLATABLE PADDLEBOARD

www.bluewavekayaks.com30



SEEKER 12’6’’ ISUP

One iSUP
One extendable 3-piece deluxe paddle
One Rucksack, Tie – down straps
One 2-way speed pump
One Fin
One Ankle leash, One Repair Kit

Rigid V shaped nose design allows the board to cut 
easily through waves and surf whilst maintaining 
speed in the process, this allow riders to cover greater 
distance in a fraction of the time!

INCLUDED AS STANDARDSPECIFICATIONS SPEED & STRENGTH

Style
Dimensions
Weight
Max Load
Construction

Inflatable Stand Up Paddle Board
 L 3840mm •  W 740mm • H 150mm

12.2 Kg
120 Kg  

 Triple layer PVC Construction, 
Reinforced drop-stitching

Freephone: 0800 328 5708 | sales@bluewavekayaks.com 31
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CAYMAN STAND UP PADDLE BOARD

This Stand Up Paddleboard (or SUP) is made to the 
same high quality as our Kayaks. It is roto moulded 
from lightweight but very durable plastic, giving 
a strong and buoyant board. Our SUP has been 
specially designed for beginners so it is very stable, 
lightweight and robust. It is great for paddling both 
on flat water and in the sea. Although this SUP is more 

compact in length than other boards on the market 
it is still very buoyant and can take a heavy load. 
There is a large, comfortable standing area with two 
textured 3M surfaces to provide you with the grip 
you need for paddling. You can also paddle it like a 
sit on top Kayak! A waterproof storage hatch with 
removable liner is set into the hull to keep your small 

items dry and there is an extra storage area secured 
with bungee straps for more bulky items. A recessed 
handle in the centre means the paddleboard can 
easily be carried by one person. There are also 
carry handles at both sides and either end to make 
transportation to the water by two people just as 
easy. This board is ideal for beginner paddleboarders. 

SUP

www.bluewavekayaks.com
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One SUP
One extendable paddle
All fittings including handles and storage hatches

Flat Water      

Surf      

Fishing      

Stability      

Glide      

Beginners     

Jr Paddlers      

INCLUDED AS STANDARDSPECIFICATIONS USAGE STATS

WHITE/BLUE WHITE

Style
Dimensions
Weight
Max Load
Material

Stand Up Paddle Board
 L 2920mm •  W 800mm • H 200mm

20 Kg
110Kg  

Heavy duty roto moulded plastic
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WATERTIGHT STORAGE
 HATCHES

There is a recessed, water tight, cam lock, sealed 
hatch situated just in front of the standing area. 
Ideal for storing your personal effects, fishing 
equipment, or even some snacks to keep you 

paddling! 

TWO TEXTURED FOOT PADS GIVE THE GRIP YOU 
NEED TO PADDLE

This stable paddleboard has two textured 
rubber pads to provide you with reliable grip 
while paddling. They are long enough to suit any 
paddling style and a variety of foot placements. 

TEXTURED GRIPS DRY STORAGE AREA

A STRONG PADDLE TO GET 
YOU MOVING

This paddle has a sturdy pole made from 
aluminium and a shaped plastic blade to help you 
glide through the water. It extends from 173cm to 

212cm so would be suitable for most people.

EXTENDABLE PADDLE
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GET CARRIED AWAY - There are four easy grip 
carry handles on this SUP. Two at either end and 
two at each side. This makes it easy for two 
people to carry the board between them. 

CENTRAL HANDLE - This board features a handle in 
the centre of the board. It is well balanced so can be 
easily carried by one person underneath the arm. 

THE PADDLES - The Cayman SUP comes 
with an extendible aluminium and 
plastic paddle.

GET TO GRIPS WITH PADDLING - These rubber 
pads give you a more comfortable ride and help 
you to grip to the board while paddling and allow 
for a wide range of foot positions.

STORE LARGE ITEMS - These bungee straps can 
be used to hold larger items on your journey. They 
are situated on the front of the board so you can 
easily keep an eye on them.

STOW AWAY - Keep all your essentials within easy 
reach. This water tight storage hatch has a 
removable liner to keep your items secure.

GET CARRIED AWAY - There are four easy grip 
carry handles on this SUP. Two at either end and 
two at each side. This makes it easy for two 
people to carry the board between them. 

CENTRAL HANDLE - This board features a handle 
in the centre of the board. It is well balanced so 
can be easily carried by one person underneath 
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ExplorerExplorer
COMPACT ADVENTURE BOAT
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Explorer boat
1x sail with three-piece mast
6’’ waterproof seal hatch
Full Rudder System
Fully retractable centerboard

Easily handled single/double hander with sparkling 
performance, the Explorer provides ultimate fun to 
youngsters whilst bolstering independence, freedom 
& self-confidence. Fast & safe, our sailboat is a perfect 
asset to unforgetable family trips. 

INCLUDED AS STANDARDSPECIFICATIONS ULTIMATE FUN

Style
Dimensions  
Mast Height
Weight
Sail Surface Area
Max Load

Sailboat
 L 2800mm •  W 1100mm • H 410mm

4700mm
61 kg
4m²

200 kg  

BLUE YELLOW WHITE
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TORONTO
WINNIPEG
 CANADIAN CANOES
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CANADIAN CANOES – TORONTO & WINNIPEG

WINNIPEGTORONTO

The long hull makes this an ideal canoe for long distance travel. There is plenty of 
room for camping gear so your adventure does not have to end when the sun sets. 
All our Kayaks are built to last and have a lifetime guarantee (see page 45).

• Canadian Canoe Design
• Sturdy Construction
• Plenty of Room for Camping Gear
• Ideal For Long Journeys and family trips
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Transportation & storage

Wall Rack – Convenient Kayak storageTie Down Straps – Secure your kayak

Rigid Roof Rack – 
Holds one Kayak

Soft Roof Bars – Easy 
to use, universal

Adjustable Roof Bars – Secure car transport
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Trolleys & Paddles

Kayak Trolley – For transportation to the water

Paddle Leash – With compasswater 1 Piece Paddle – Sturdy and durable

2 Piece Paddle – Adjustable & easy to transport

Kayak Scupper Trolley – Compact & easy to use
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Kayak Seat & Fishing Rod Holder

Fishing Rod Holder 
With swivel ball joint

Kayak Seat
Cushioned support

Aluminium Deluxe Chair 
Sturdy chair for Crest 

& Convoy kayaks
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Kayak Helmet - Keep safe on the water!

Kayak Helmets
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SUP Paddles

Carbon Fibre / Bamboo Veneer
Adjustable SUP Paddle

3 Piece Pro Fully Carbon
Adjustable SUP/Kayak Paddle
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Boat Cleaner

BOAT BATH
ALL-IN-ONE BOAT CLEANER

Boat Bath’s strong & biodegradable formula leaves a variety 
of surfaces sparkling clean without harming the environment. 

• Safe to use in a marine environment
• Leaves a durable polymer shine
• Resists weathering
• Safe for use on all boat surfaces that require cleaning

 SAFE FOR USE ON:
 
• Fibreglass
• Glass
• Vinyl Covers
• Fenders
• Buoys
• Metal
• Plastic
• Rubber
• Teak

SAFE 
FOR 

AQUATIC 
LIFE
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WARRANTY ASSURED ORDERING

Here at Bluewave Kayaks we are so confident in the quality of our Kayaks that we offer a lifetime guarantee for any 
defects in materials or workmanship in its construction. This is one of the industry’s strongest warranties for this type 
of product. It applies only within the boundary of the United Kingdom. 

For a full description of the warranty please visit our website: bluewavekayaks.com

THE BLUEWAVE KAYAK PACKS A HUGE AMOUNT 
IN FOR A VERY MODEST PRICE  FOR DETAILS ON 
HOW TO ORDER YOUR BLUEWAVE KAYAK:

VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT:

bluewavekayaks.com
OR YOU CAN CALL US FREEPHONE ON:

0800 328 5708
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BLUEWAVE KAYAKS IS PART OF FW3 GROUP
UNIT 3, WOODLANDS BUSINESS PARK, BURLESCOMBE,  
DEVON, EX16 7LL, UNITED KINGDOM
FREEPHONE: 0800 328 5708
sales@bluewavekayaks.com
www.bluewavekayaks.com


